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FOREWORDFOREWORD
Table of plenty is a collection of zines 
dedicated to bringing God’s love and 

truth to all of its readers. This collection 
aims to engage readers by allowing them 

to journey through testimonies, 
reflections, and illustrations contributed 
by individuals united in Christ. Born 

frfrom a desire to inspire new and deeper 
encounters through a creative platform, 
ToP hopes to be a beacon of light, 

drawing readers closer to the One who 
calls them beloved.
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WE WALK EACH 
OTHER HOME
BY NATASHA KOH
Dear friend, 

What comes to mind when you think about companionship? Perhaps you are reminded of 
a lunchtime catch-up, a night playing board games, a rowdy supper. Maybe you might 
even be drawn to reflect on how your definition of companionship has changed, between 
where you were and where you now are. 

Personally in writing this, I realise my initially warped perception of what friendship had to 
be. Being introverted by nature, I was never one to easily make - or, for lack of a better 
word, attract - friends. Much of my younger years were spent envious of how everyone 
had someone to call a ‘best friend’, how those around me had consistent cliques to eat 
lunch with whilst I did not. I began, then, to desire this companionship that people seemed 
to so easily acquire. If I had to change bits of myself to be accepted into what seemed like 
the norm, I would. 

I am almost certain that I questioned the term “kingdom friendships” upon hearing it for the 
first time. How else could friendships unfold? How many more definitions of the word 
could there be? It then occurred to me, gradually and only quite recently, that kingdom 
friendships were appointed and not forced, secure and not erratic, sustained by God and 
not by what each person could offer to the relationship. To say that this contrasts my previ-
ously always seeking, radically insecure impressions of friendship would be an understate-
ment. 

I think this quote by Henri Nouwen explains a friendship rooted in Christ beautifully:

“When we honestly ask ourselves which person in our lives 
means the most to us, we often find that it is those who, 
instead of giving much advice, solutions, or cures, have 

chosen rather to share our pain and touch our wounds with a 
gentle and tender hand. The friend who can be silent with us 
in a moment of despair or confusion, who can stay with us in 

an hour of grief and bereavement, who can tolerate not 
knowing, not curing, not healing, and face with us the reality 

of our powerlessness, that is a friend who cares.” 
Henri Nouwen, Out of Solitude: Three Meditations on the Christian Life 
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Activity:
Write to a friend 

We invite you to find an hour out of your week to do this activity in 

the presence of Jesus. You might wish to light a candle at your altar 

space, or even pull up the virtual adoration. 

Take a few minutes to open in prayer, asking Jesus to reveal to you Take a few minutes to open in prayer, asking Jesus to reveal to you 

two people who have impacted your life with his/her friendship. Bring 

each name to prayer, pondering on why his/her presence has left an 

indelible mark on you, how God reveals Himself to you through 

him/her. When you are ready, write (on paper or digitally) a note 

addressed to this person. It does not have to be long or complex - 

even a simple ‘thank you for being in my life’ would suffice; it is the 

spirit and intention behind the words that matter. You may also wish spirit and intention behind the words that matter. You may also wish 

to include any images that come to mind. When you are done writing 

your two notes, close in prayer, thanking God for this time and for 

placing these people in your life. 

We challenge you to pass or send your notes to your friends. Allow 

them to feel your gratitude towards them! 

Songs: 

Dancing on the waves - we the kingdom

Abundantly more - north point worship

Come as you are - the worship initiative 

Living with a fire - Jesus culture 
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